The workflow from post-mortem human brain sampling to cell microdissection: a Brain Net Europe study.
Brain banks manage and store fully clinically and pathologically characterised brains. The diversity of techniques used in research projects increases. These biological resource centres are made to adapt brain tissue processing. Furthermore, the development of more sensitive techniques to analyse nucleic acids and proteins offers new fields of exploration when combined with laser capture microdissection in order to decipher the physiopathology of diseases at the cell level. In this study, our goal was to evaluate procedures and set a workflow compatible with the constraints of brain banks, from brain sampling to laser capture microdissection and pre-analytical quality assessment. We compared various methods of freezing brain tissue, focused on morphological quality preservation of brain microscopical structures and on the quality of nucleic acid or protein yields. Staining protocols combined with strategies to lower neurones autofluorescence were adapted for the same purpose. Finally, we found that laser capture microdissection is possible in the setting of brain banks. However, the entire process has to be envisioned from the autopsy to the analysis. The impact on protein or nucleic acid quality is a limitation that restricts the amount of samples available for this purpose.